JUTHOOR: Land, Water, and Human Resource Development in Vulnerable Areas of the West Bank
EU Contract: ENPI/2014/346-576

Bid Advertisement - Works Contract
Construction of Dam for Rainwater collection in Za'tara
Reference # JR-6-2016

With the fund of the European Union, The Union of Agricultural Work Committees (UAWC) is implementing a project entitled “Land, Water, and Human Resource Development in Vulnerable Areas of the West Bank" in cooperation with partner organizations. Within this project, UAWC has the honor to invite you to fill a bid for Construction of Dam for rainwater collection in Za'tara.

Those who are interested in participating in the mentioned tender should receive the bid dossier from UAWC’s offices in Ramallah, Hebron, tulkarem & jenin for a sum of 89 Euros or 375 Shekels non refundable, between 10:00 a.m and 3:00 p.m, starting from 6/10/2016 until 13/10/2016 (Friday & Saturday is official days off).

The dossier shall be returned to UAWC’s office – in Ramallah in a sealed envelopes, no later than 18/10/2016 at 12:00 p.m. The tender opening session will be held in UAWC’s office in Ramallah on 18/10/2016 at 2:00 pm.

Notes:

1. The advertisement fees should be paid by the winner bidder.
2. Eligible contractor should be registered and has the ability to provide Zero VAT invoice to UAWC with their VAT Number registration and financial clearance certificate (VAT is excluded).
3. The Contracting Authority has the right to divide the tender between two or more contractors.
4. The Contracting Authority has the right to cancel one or more items.
5. The Bidding open Committee is not restricted or restrained to accept the lowest prices.
6. The bid should obtain a certified bank guarantee or check of 5% of the tender value & it must remain valid for 90 days beyond the period of submission of the tender; personal cheques will not be accepted, otherwise the bid will be rejected.
7. For more information about the tender, bidders can visit UAWC website: www.uawc-pal.org or call 02-2980316.